Western-Cullen-Hayes Derails
A derail is a device designed to limit the movement of railroad rolling stock into areas where
they could cause personal injury or damage to other equipment of structures. The greatest
use of derails is in the area of worker protection. Any time employees are working on the
track or in or around rolling equipment, they must be protected by an effective derail.
Western-Cullen-Hayes manufactures several styles of derails and accessories for railroad and
industrial applications.
WCH Derails function by lifting the flange of the wheel up and deflecting it laterally to drop
the wheel clear of the rail head, on the field of the track. Movement of the rolling equipment
is halted by the wheels becoming imbedded in the track ballast.
All Western-Cullen-Hayes Derails are light weight, welded alloy steel, designed to give
years of effective service at minimal cost.
Model HB Sliding Derails are designed to operate on and off the rail in sliding motion and
require an operating stand or other device, such as our ELDO or Delectric, to move them.
Model HB Derails can be equipped with circuit controllers for position indication read back,
if required.
Model EB Hinged Derails do not require an operating stand of any type to move them. The
derail block is lifted by hand in a vertical semi-circle on and off the rail head. Model EB
Derails are typically installed on industrial sliding and other light traffic locations. Model
EB Derails can be equipped with circuit controllers for position indicator read back, if
required.
All Model HB and EB Derails are sized to fit particular rail heights. The size number is
stamped on the nameplate and indicates the distance in inches from the top of the rail to the
surface on which the derail is secured. To select the proper size derail, simply measure the
height of the rail and tie plate, if used. This height may not be in even inches; so to achieve
an even numbered height, it may be necessary to shim the derail up or adz the cross tie
down. Never shim or adz more than 1/2".
To select a left or right hand stand between the rails; look in the direction of the area to be
protected and determine if the rolling equipment should be derailed to the right or left.
Remember, a right hand derail will be mounted on the right hand rail and conversely with the
left. Derails are always mounted on the gauge side (inside) of the rail.
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Spring Assisted Hinged Style Derails

Spring assisted, Model SA, hinged derails significantly reduce the lifting effort required to
move the derail on or off the rail. These derails are fabricated fro steel and are sized to ensure
proper fit on today's most popular rail sections. Model SA derails come in left or right hand
versions. We also make a two way SA, the SA-XS, that is larger than our traditional bidirectional, hinged derail. All of our hinged style derails incorporate a hand grip for ease of
lifting . Installation requirements for the SA style derails are the same as all other WesternCullen-Hayes derails.
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